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X.Pad

Specifications

Input:   12V/1.67A; 9V/2A; 5V/2A

Output (Max): 15W and 7.5W for Apple Devices

Operating temperature: -10 to 60 degrees

Charging e�ciency: 60% to 75%

Charging distance:  0.5-6.0 mm

Dimension:  117.9*74.4*22mm

Package Content: X.PAD PORTIFINO x 1 

 Suction Mount x 1

 Air Vent Mount x 1

 High-Speed USB-C Cable x 1

15W Wireless Car Charger with
Super Capacitor

Available in Rosso Portofino Red,
or Grigio Silverstone Grey

All pictures shown are for illustration purpose only.
Actual product may vary due to product enhancement.

One-hand Operation  

Put your phone near to the mount and get it wirelessly charged 

thanks to the built-in infrared sensor which opens the levers and grip 

your phone. Gently touch the on-o� key on left side to open the 

levers and retract the phone. It makes GPS, phone call and checking 

message more convenient and safe.

Design With Additional Safety 
Your device is protected by the lever on the bottom on top of the 

grips on both sides, to prevent accidental drops.

Fully Automatic 

The most advanced infrared induction tech opens and closes the 

lever once your phone approaches.Tap at the back and the clips 

automatically open for easy retraction.

Smart Chip 
Built-in IC chip intelligently detects the current needed, and optimize 

charging with voltage protection, temperature control, and more 

advanced safety protection.

Qi Certified 

15W fast Qi car charger holder makes charging 3.5 times faster than 

standard chargers, which can save you up to 60 minutes for all 

fast-charge enabled devices.

Two Installation Options 

Air vent mount and suction mount installation, employs a telescopic 

arm to allow for closer device viewing. You could adjust the holder 

and enable to hold the phone in a perfect viewing angle while 

driving.

Adjustable Viewing 

360-degree rotation & support both horizontal or portrait viewing.

Multiple Use 
Not only in cars, this wireless charger could be used in o�ce, home 

with the suction mount which securely hold the charger on surface.

Comprehensive Compatability 

Samsung Galaxy S10/S10+/S10e, Note10/9, s9/S9+ Note 8, Note 5, 

S6 Edge+, S7 and S7 Edge; iPhone 11 Pro Max, Pro, 11, XS, XSMax, 

XR, 8, 8 Plus, iPhone X, Nokia 9, Nexus 5/6 and Other Qi-enabled.

Works together with the GetGEARZ Car Chargers with ON/OFF 

Switch to enhance power e�ciency and energy saving"

CHARGING SPEED

15W

360°STEREOQI CERTIFIED



X.Pad URUS

All pictures shown are for illustration purpose only.
Actual product may vary due to product enhancement.

Specifications

Input:

Output (Max):

Operating temperature:

Charging e�ciency:

Charging distance:

Dimension:

Package Content:

12V/1.67A; 9V/2A; 5V/2A

15W and 7.5W for Apple Devices

-10 to 60 degrees

60% to 75%

0.5-6.0 mm

80mm*80mm

X.PAD URUS x 1

Air Vent Mount x 1

High-Speed USB-C Cable x 1

One-hand Operation  

Put your phone near to the mount and get it wirelessly charged 

thanks to the built-in infrared sensor which opens the levers and grip 

your phone. Gently touch the on-o� key on left side to open the 

levers and retract the phone. It makes GPS, phone call and checking 

message more convenient and safe.

Minimalistic Design 
X.PAD URUS is sleek, simple and blends with interior of your vehicle 

as a delicate accessory.

Fully Automatic 

The most advanced infrared induction tech opens and closes the 

lever once your phone approaches. Touch the on-o� button on the 

left and the clips automatically open for easy retraction. The wireless 

charging feature will turn o� by pressing the button at the back when 

you just want to use the charger simply as a car mount.

Smart Chip 
Built-in IC chip intelligently detects the current needed, and optimize 

charging with voltage protection, temperature control, and more 

advanced safety protection.

Qi Certified 

15W fast Qi car charger holder makes charging 3.5 times faster than 

standard chargers, which can save you up to 60 minutes for all 

fast-charge enabled devices.

Two Installation Options 

Air vent mount and suction mount installation, employs a telescopic 

arm to allow for closer device viewing. You could adjust the holder 

and enable to hold the phone in a perfect viewing angle while 

driving.

Adjustable Viewing 

360-degree rotation & support both horizontal or portrait viewing.

Multiple Use 
Not only in cars, this wireless charger could be used in o�ce, home 

with the suction mount which securely hold the charger on surface.

Comprehensive Compatability 

Samsung Galaxy S10/S10+/S10e, Note10/9, s9/S9+ Note 8, Note 5, 

S6 Edge+, S7 and S7 Edge; iPhone 11 Pro Max, Pro, 11, XS, XSMax, XR, 

8, 8 Plus, iPhone X, Nokia 9, Nexus 5/6 and Other Qi-enabled.

Works together with the GetGEARZ Car Chargers with ON/OFF 

Switch to enhance power e�ciency and energy saving.

15W Wireless Car Charger with
Super Capacitor

Available in Metallic Nero Helene with
Alcione Silver Rims

CHARGING SPEED

15W

360°STEREOQI CERTIFIED



X.Pad DBX

All pictures shown are for illustration purpose only.
Actual product may vary due to product enhancement.

Specifications

Input:

Output (Max):

Operating temperature:

Charging e�ciency:

Charging distance:

Dimension:

Package Content:

12V/1.67A; 9V/2A; 5V/2A

15W and 7.5W for Apple Devices

-10 to 60 degrees

60% to 75%

0.5-6.0 mm

80mm*100mm

X.PAD DBX x 1

Suction Mount x 1

Air Vent Mount x 1

High-Speed USB-C Cable x 1

One-hand Operation  

Put your phone near to the mount and get it wirelessly charged 

thanks to the built-in infrared sensor which opens the levers and grip 

your phone. Gently touch the on-o� key on left side to open the 

levers and retract the phone. It makes GPS, phone call and checking 

message more convenient and safe.

Minimalistic Design 
X.PAD DBX is sleek, simple and blends with interior of your vehicle 

as a delicate accessory.

Fully Automatic 

The most advanced infrared induction tech opens and closes the 

lever once your phone approaches. Touch the on-o� button on the 

left and the clips automatically open for easy retraction. The wireless 

charging feature will turn o� by pressing the button at the back when 

you just want to use the charger simply as a car mount.

Smart Chip 
Built-in IC chip intelligently detects the current needed, and optimize 

charging with voltage protection, temperature control, and more 

advanced safety protection.

Qi Certified 

15W fast Qi car charger holder makes charging 3.5 times faster than 

standard chargers, which can save you up to 60 minutes for all 

fast-charge enabled devices.

Two Installation Options 

Air vent mount and suction mount installation, employs a telescopic 

arm to allow for closer device viewing. You could adjust the holder 

and enable to hold the phone in a perfect viewing angle while 

driving.

Adjustable Viewing 

360-degree rotation & support both horizontal or portrait viewing.

Multiple Use 
Not only in cars, this wireless charger could be used in o�ce, home 

with the suction mount which securely hold the charger on surface.

Comprehensive Compatability 

Samsung Galaxy S10/S10+/S10e, Note10/9, s9/S9+ Note 8, Note 5, 

S6 Edge+, S7 and S7 Edge; iPhone 11 Pro Max, Pro, 11, XS, XSMax, XR, 

8, 8 Plus, iPhone X, Nokia 9, Nexus 5/6 and Other Qi-enabled 

devices Qi Certified.

Works together with the GetGEARZ Car Chargers with ON/OFF 

Switch to enhance power e�ciency and energy saving.

15W Wireless Car Charger with
Super Capacitor

Available in Jet Black with
Satin Silver Linings

CHARGING SPEED

15W

360°STEREOQI CERTIFIED



MICRODIA is an ISO 14001 and ISO 9001 certified company.

All brand names & trademarks are the properties of their respective owners.  All specifications are subject to change without prior notice.
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